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March 21-22, 2019
Wayne State University 
Student Center Building  

5221 Gullen Mall, Detroit, MI 48202

Big Data is not just about more data; it is about using 
data to fundamentally rethink all facets of your business 
for efficiency and growth. Extracting value from Big Data 
requires a multitude of advanced technology and business 
skills. Join us as we hear from leading industry experts in 
manufacturing, supply chain, banking, health care and 
other sectors who have put analytics into action.

#BigDataDetroit #BigDataWSU

bigdata.wayne.edu
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About us

The Big Data & Business Analytics Group at Wayne State University has been at the forefront of the evolution of data science and is fast 
becoming the Midwest’s premier center of innovation. Our group is unique in its strong focus on leveraging the team’s core strengths 
and research expertise to solve real-life business problems in close collaboration with our region’s industry partners. Our annual sym-
posium has become a must-attend event for the regional industry to get exposure to the latest developments and best practices in the 
applications of Big Data. Now, there’s more. Our new master of science in data science and business analytics program is designed to 
meet the exploding demand for well-trained data scientists. Now accepting applications for this fall, and we invite you to take a look at 
engineering.wayne.edu/data-analytics

Welcome to Wayne State University’s Big Data & Analytics Summit! Once again, we have a stellar lineup of expert speakers from all over 
the industry to share and discuss their experiences empowering their organizations through the smart use of Big Data. 

The next two days will include case studies, tutorials, networking and vendor displays. Given velocity is not only a characteristic of 
Big Data but also the associated data management and analytics tools, we’ve also added a startup showcase, startup case studies, 
and panels of industry leaders. These should give you a glimpse of what’s happening on the leading edge of analytics.

Vendors haven’t been idle, so please take some time to sit in on the many vendor presentations as they showcase their latest and greatest 
offerings. And don’t hesitate to stop by their tables throughout the program. 

We hope you enjoy the summit, and we look forward to working with all of you in the coming years. Thank you for joining us.

We also thank the keynote and summit speakers for volunteering their time. We thank the vendors for their fantastic sponsorship this year. And 
finally, a program like this is not possible without the help of a strong planning and support team. We deeply appreciate everyone’s help with 
improving this event each year.

Ratna Babu Chinnam 
Co-Director, Big Data & Business  
Analytics Group  
Professor, Department of Industrial  
and Systems Engineering

Patrick Gossman  
Deputy CIO for Research, 
Computing and Information Technology

Ming Dong  
Co-Director, Big Data & Business  
Analytics Group  
Associate Professor, Department of 
Computer Science

Leslie Monplaisir  
Chair, Department of Industrial and 
Systems Engineering

Toni Somers  
Co-Director, Big Data & Business 
Analytics Group 
Associate Dean & Professor, Mike Ilitch 
School of Business

WELCOME

Wayne State University Summit Planning Committee

BIG DATA & 
ANALYTICS GROUP
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER
 
Paul Ballew
VP, Global Chief Data & Analytics Officer - Ford
Paul Ballew is the Global Chief Data and Analytics Officer at Ford Motor Company. 
Appointed in December 2014, Ballew leads Ford’s global data and analytics teams 
including development of new capabilities supporting connectivity and smart 
mobility.

Prior to joining Ford, he was Chief Data, Insight & Analytics Officer at Dun & 
Bradstreet. In this capacity he was responsible for the company’s global data and 
analytic activities along with the company’s strategic consulting practice.

Previously, Ballew served as Nationwide’s Senior Vice President for Customer Insight 
and Analytics. He directed customer analytics, market research, and information 
and data management functions, and supported the company’s marketing strategy. 
His responsibilities included development of Nationwide’s customer analytics, data 
operations and strategy. Ballew joined Nationwide in November 2007 and established 
the company’s Customer Insights and Analytics capabilities.

Prior to joining Nationwide, Ballew was employed by General Motors and served 
as General Motors Corporation’s Executive Director for Global Market and Industry 
Analysis. He was responsible for the company’s research, consumer data and 
information, forecasting and sales, and customer, economic and industry analytic functions.  He also directed the company’s Sales 
and Marketing strategic planning activities in North America and served as a senior director for global product planning activities.

Prior to joining GM, Ballew was a Partner for J.D. Power and Associates from 1995 to 1999.  At J.D. Power, Paul was responsible 
for global analysis, forecasting and the establishment of the firm’s consulting activities.  During his tenure, he was the company’s 
senior advisor on industry conditions and corporate strategies.

Before joining J.D. Power, Ballew was a Research Officer and Senior Economist with the Federal Reserve from 1988 to 1995, 
specializing on the automotive industry.  Responsibilities included the oversight of the Fed’s automotive research activities, serving 
as an advisor to the President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago and advising the Board of Governors.

Ballew was born in 1964.  He has bachelor’s and master’s degree in Economics from the University of Detroit.
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Program agenda

Day 1: Tutorials (March 21) — Student Center Building

All Day Research Poster Displays/Vendor Booths/Networking

8:00-9:00 a.m. Registration/Continental Breakfast  Sponsored by: Information Builders

9-11:00 a.m.

Tutorial 1: Deep Learning –Techniques and Applications 

Dr. Ming Dong, Machine Vision and Pattern Lab - Wayne State University

The performance of machine learning approaches is heavily dependent on the choice and quality of data 
representation. Deep learning is part of a broader family of machine learning methods based on learning 
meaningful and effective data representations, as opposed to feature engineering. This tutorial aims to 
provide a path for a deep neural networks newcomer to gain some understanding of this vast and complex 
topic. To facilitate a real understanding of deep learning, basic machine learning theory and concepts will 
also be covered to some degree. Finally, we will present some interesting applications of deep learning 
in speech and image analysis, developed in Machine Vision and Pattern Recognition Lab. at Wayne State 
University.

Tutorial 2: Large-scale Data Analysis with Apache Spark  

Jordan Martz, Solutions Architect - Databricks

Introduction & Use Case
Who, What, and Why of Spark and Databricks
Demos: ATM Fraud, Housing, Insurance, and Delta
Discussion: Solution Architectures

11a.m.-12 p.m. Tutorial Luncheon - Room 285 & Ballroom Hallway Sponsored by: Cloudera

12-3:00 p.m.

Tutorial 3: Deep Learning for Computer Vision (Hands-on Workshop

Charles Siegel, AI Solutions Architect - Cray

Skill Requirements: Technical background and basic understanding of deep learning concepts
In this workshop, you will explore the fundamentals of deep learning by training neural networks and using 
results to improve performance and capabilities.
Topics include:
• Fundamentals of deep learning by training neural networks
• Implementing common deep learning workflows, such as image classification and object detection.
• Experimenting with data, training parameters, network structure, and other strategies to increase 
performance and capability.
• Deploying your neural networks to start solving real-world problems.

Tutorial 4: Art and Science of Creating a Transformative Analytical Organization: An Adaptive Roadmap 

Dr. Nabil Raad

For the first time ever, the risk that companies will fail to compete because of the rapid speed of disruptive 
innovation has risen to the number one spot in a study of top ten global risks. To develop resilience and 
promote innovation, organizations are focusing on Data and Analytics as a strategic investment priority. 
Yet, Data & Analytics projects are forecasted to fail at a rate of 60% and only 2% of companies are able to 
transform through Data and Analytics.

In this workshop, a holistic roadmap and adaptive strategy are provided as a way to guide the development 
of transformative Data & Analytics organizations. Participants will have a chance to reflect, explore, and 
discuss operational insights and practical practices for managing the transition of Data and Analytics from a 
tactical and fragmented role to an enterprise-wide transformative function. 

3:00-3:30 p.m. Coffee Break/Vendor Showcases/Networking Sponsored by: MapR

3:30-4:00 p.m.

Welcome and Remarks

Ratna Babu Chinnam, Co-Director, Big Data & Business Analytics Group, Wayne State University
Keith Whitfield, Provost, Wayne State University
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Program agenda

Day 2: Tutorials (March 22) — Student Center Building

4-5:00 p.m.
Keynote: “Leveraging Insight and Analytics: Evolution at Ford”

Paul Ballew, VP Global Chief Data & Analytics Officer - Ford Motor Company

5-5:30 p.m. Coffee Break/Vendor Showcases/Networking  Sponsored by: Dell

5:30-6:30 p.m.

Case Study Presentations: Session 1

Implementing Analytics Practices

“Shinola’s Unified Customer 
Record”

Mitch McLachlan, Director 
of Consumer Insights & Data 
Analytics - Shinola

Healthcare Analytics

“Identifying and Measuring Low-
Value Care using Commercial 
Claims Data”

Corwin Rhyan, Senior Analyst - 
Altarum

Insights to Engagements

“The Scoop Story: From Pixels 
to Answers” 

Jason Corso, Co-Found & 
CEO - Voxel 51

“Digital Trust – Protecting you by 
knowing who you are”

Nick Curcuru, Vice President 
of Global Big Data Practice - 
Mastercard

“Finding Avoidable Costs”

Fred Thompson, Senior Manager 
- Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Michigan

“Insight Driven Approach to 
Customer Success at Micro/
Macro Level”

Alok Rathod, Director - 
Siemens

“First Steps: Starting the Journey 
Towards an Enterprise Data & 
Analytics Program”

Joyce LePage, IT Manager - DTE

“Leveraging Data to Determine the 
Cost and Root Cause of Pharmacy 
Waste”

Tiffany Naughton, Senior 
Healthcare Analyst & Vanessa 
Harms, Senior Healthcare Analyst 
- Improvement Path Systems

“Using Machine Learning 
and Big Data to Drive Patient 
Engagement and Better Health 
Outcomes”

Ranabir Bhakat, Executive 
Director, Advisory Services  - 
Ernst & Young, LLP

6:30-8:00 p.m.
Reception/Networking  Sponsored by: diwo 
  Ballroom

All Day Research Poster Displays/Vendor Booths/Networking

8:00-9:30 a.m. Registration/Continental Breakfast Sponsored by: Information Builders

8:45-9:30 a.m.

Welcome Remarks 
  Ballroom 
Patrick Gossman, Deputy CIO for Research, Wayne State University

Daren Hubbard, Chief Information Officer, Wayne State University

9:30-10:00 a.m
University & Industry Collaboration Talk

Krishna Kallakuri from diwo - Cognitive Decision Making Platform
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10:00-11:00 a.m.

Analytics Panel: Roadmap to a Successful Analytics-Driven Organiation 
 

Nick Curcuru, Vice President Big Data Practices, Mastercard

Subu Desaraju, EVP of Performance Marketing, MRM//McCann

Jake Freivald, VP of Product Marketing, Information Builders

Alan Huddy, VP of Advanced Analytics, Blue Cross BLue Shield of Michigan

Daniel Reaume, Vice President of Operations Research, Revenue Analytics

11:00-11:30 a.m.
Break/Vendor Displays/Networking/Poster Session   
Sponsored by: Dell

11:30 -12:30 p.m.

Case Study Presentations: Session 2

AI Practices

“Strategic Applications of AI in 
Marketing”

Chris Clayson & Andrea Littles 
MRM//McCann

Analytics Implementation

“Data as a Differentiator in 
Healthcare”

Jake Freivald, VP of Product 
Marketing - Information 
Builders

Platforms & Tech

Big Data’s Impact on 
Networking: How Big Buffer 
Switches Improve Performance”

Bobby Outlaw, Solutions 
Engineer - Arista Networks

“Creating the new data universe 
with AI: Converting human 
language from call centers into 
actionable information”

Beaumont Vance, Director of 
Digital AI and Automation 
 - TD Ameritrade

“Transforming Customer 
Interactions”

Zak Tomich, Senior Director of 
Strategy & Transformation - 
OneMagnify & Caroline Buckley, 
Manager, Intelligent Customer 
Interactions Transformation - 
Ford Motor Company

“So what do I do with this new 
insight?…Ask diwo a Cognitive 
Decision Making Platform”

Krishna Kallakuri, President - 
diwo

“AI in HR”

Babar Bhutta, Director, 
Enterprise Application 
Engineering - GE

“Self-Service, Myth or Legend? 
GE Aviation’s Journey of Creating 
Citizen Data Scientists & 
Engineers”

Jennifer Leslie, Director of 
Data & Analytics, Perry Shah, 
Senior Manager for Software 
Engineering & Nick Hotea, 
Senior Software Engineer   
- GE Aviation

“Big Data and In-Memory 
Computing”

Robert Peglar, Chief 
Technology Officer - Formulus 
Black

12:30-1:45 p.m. Vendor Lunch & Learn/Networking                                                               Sponsored by:  Cloudera

1:45-2:45 p.m.

Case Study Presentations: Session 3

IoT

“From Edge to Edge: the 
Connected Driver”

Justin Vincent, Data Scientist 
-MapR

Supply Chain Managemnet

“How to Increase Automotive 
Wholesale Parts Business by 
Unlocking the Data”

Neetu Seth, Founder - NITS 
Solutions

Technology

“Building an Exabyte-scale Data 
Lake”

Chance Ackley-Smith, Senior 
Engineer - Amazon

“Digital Transformation and Analytics 
– Connecting from Floor to Field”

Mohan Jayaraman, Head of IoT 
and Analytics & Srikanth Kintali, 
IoT Solutions, Principal Architect 
- Softura

“Automotive Pricing & Inventory 
Optimization with Big Data”

Daniel Reaume, Vice President 
of Operations Research - 
Revenue Analytics

Big Data on Kubernetes with 
Pivotal Cloud Foundry”

Andrew Frey, Chief 
Information Officer - 
OneMagnify

Program agenda
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1:45-2:45 p.m.

Case Study  Presentations: Session 3 (Continued)

IoT

“IoT Edge to Cloud Strategy”

Darryl McCartney, Director - 
Cisco

Supply Chain Managemnet

“Back to the Basics: Descriptive 
Analytics Are Transforming GM’s 
Capacity Planning to Create 
Transparency, Alignment, and 
Flexibility”

Angela Johnson, Senior 
Manager of Global Capacity 
Planning - General Motors

 Technology

“Build the DataLake and Drain 
the Swamp”

Chuck Brooks, Director of Data 
Strategy - AAA Auto CLub 
Group

2:45-3:15 p.m. Coffee Break/Vendor Displays/Networking  Sponsored by: MapR

3:15-4:15 p.m.

Case Study Presentations: Session 4

Customer Insights

“Rethinking the Success Paradigm 
– How Autodesk Harnesses 
Data to Drive Bottom-Line 
Improvements with Customers”

Jim McNicol, Consulting 
Group Manager, Marcus Kim, 
Architecture & Engineering 
Consultant Manager & Lindsay 
Howell, Implementation 
Consultant - Autodesk

Advanced Analytics

“Threat Analytics”

Deepinder Uppal, Assistant 
Division Director - Michigan 
State Police

Technology

“The Connected Car and 
Automotive Connection Lifespan”

Amir Bahmanyari, Data 
Analytics Architect - Dell

“Encouraging a Customer Focus 
in ITS”

Catherine Stafford, Director of 
Enterprise Data & Analytics  
- DTE

“Parking Favorability Score: 
An Analytical Solution for the 
Commercial Truck Parking 
Problem”

Lucas Lowden, Research 
Director, Automotive Growth & 
Innovation - Morpace

“Title TBA”

Speaker TBA - DataFactZ

“Data Monetization and Data 
Privacy”

Jibreel Lockhard, Chief Growth 
Officer & Thiag Loganathan, 
President - Petram Data

“From Insights to Impact: Driving 
Business Value from Advanced 
Analytics”

Bryan Beaver, Business 
Efficiency Consultant - Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan

 “Building an Enterprise Data 
Framework”

Speaker TBA - Cloudera

4:15-5:15 p.m.

Technology Panel: Aligning Corporate IT to Empower an Agile Enterprise

Moderator: Brett Vermette, Global Director – Big Data Infrastructure and Engineering, GM 

Andrew Frey, Chief Information Officer, OneMagnify

Krishna Kallakuri, Chief Executive Officer, DataFactz

Rich Strader, VP of Mobility Platfroms & Products,  Ford Motor Company

Beaumont Vance, Head of Enterprise Analytics Center of Excellence, TD Ameritrade

Patrick Gossman, Deputy CIO, Wayne State University

5:15-8:00 p.m. Closing Remarks/Raffle Drawings/Networking Reception  Sponsored by: diwo

Program agenda
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POSTER SESSIONS
Poster sessions will take place from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. on March 22. Posters will be on display throughout the day in the ballroom on 
March 21 and in room 285 on March 22.

Characterizing Customer Choice for Product 
Introduction and Assortment Management
Authors: Elham Nosrat, Ratna Babu Chinnam, Evrim Dalkiran  
(Department of Industrial Engineering, Wayne State university)

Dynamic Task Assignment for Coordination of 
Inpatient Operations in Hospitals 
Authors: Najibe Sadati, Ratna Babu Chinnam, Evrim Dalkiran, 
Alper Murat
(Department of Industrial and sysytem Engineering, Wayne 
State University)

Big Data Application in Reliability Analysis
Authors: Mohammad Aminisharifabad, Qingyu Yang
(Department of Industrial and system Engineering, Wayne 
State Univesity )

Communities and Crime: From big data to big 
Insights
Authors: Oluwatoba Osoba, Leslie Monplaisir, Celestine Aguwa
(Department of Industrial & system Engineering, Wayne State 
University)

ED Patient Disposition Prediction using NLP and Deep 
Learning
Authors : Alex Vucenovic, Ratna Babu Chinnam
(Department of Industrial and system Engineering , Wayne 
State university )

Machine Learning Approach for Detection of 
Clostridium difficile Toxins in Stool by Raman 
Spectroscopy 
Authors: S. Kiran Koya, Sally Yurgelevic, Michelle Brusatori, 
Changhe Huang, Lawrence N. Diebel, Gregory W. Auner.
(School of Medicine, Wayne State University). 

Deep Learning Models for Text  Classification Under 
Extreme Label Noise
Authors : Ishan Jindal1,   Daniel Pressel2,  Brian 
Lester2,Matthew Nokleby1 , Harpreet Singh 1
(1-Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering , 
Wayne State University 
2- Interactions LLC)

A Deep Learning Approach to Mitigate Latency in 
Surgical Teleopertion.
Authors: Parinaz Farajiparvar, Abhilash Pandya
(Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, WSU)

SecDATAVIEW: Secure Big Data Analytics Platform
Authors: Saeid Mofrad, Ishtiaq Ahmed, Shiyong Lu, Fengwei 
Zhang
(Department of Computer Science, Wayne State University)

A Local Path Based Optimal Scheduling Algorithm 
for Deadline Constrained Big Data Workflows in the 
Cloud
Authors:  Changxin Bai 1, Shiyong Lu 1; Ishtiaq Ahmed 1; 
Dunren Che 2; Aravind Mohan3 
(1-Department of Computer Science, Wayne State University , 
2- Southern Illinois University , 3- Allegheny College )

Distributed K-means workflow 
Authors : Ishtiaq Ahmed, Saeid Mofrad, Shiyong Lu, Changxin 
Bai
(Department. Of Computer Science, Wayne State University)

Genetic and environmental effects on vascular 
endothelium gene regulation and cardiovascular 
traits
Authors : Anthony S Findley1, Allison L Richards1, Cristiano 
Petrini1, Alexander S Shanku1, Adnan Alazizi1, Elizabeth 
Doman1, Omar Davis1, Nancy Hauff2, Yoram Sorokin2, 
Xiaoquan Wen3, Roger Pique-Regi1,2, Francesca Luca1,2
(1 - Center for Molecular Medicine and Genetics, Wayne 
State University, 2-Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, 
Wayne State University, 3-Department of Biostatistics, 
University of Michigan

Deep Learning Models for Detecting Metastatic 
Cancer from Images 
Author: Ilyas Ustun
(Deaprtment of Civil Engineering, 
Wayne State University) 

Deciphering the transcriptional signatures of 
psychosocial experiences and their genetic 
interactions in asthma 
Authors : Justyna A. Resztak1, Allison K. Farrell2, Henriette E. 
Mair-Meijers1, Adnan Alazizi1, Samuele Zilioli2, Roger Pique-
Regi1, Richard B. Slatcher2, Francesca Luca1 
(1-Center for Molecular Medicine and Genetics, 2 - 
Department of Psychology, Wayne State University)

An Efficient Scheduling Framework for Big Data 
Analytics in HPC Clusters
Authors: Baraa Ali , Nabil Sarhan
(Department of Electrical & computer engineering , Wayne 
State University)
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Chance Ackley-Smith, Senior Engineer, Amazon

Chance is a Senior Engineer at Amazon, responsible for a Big 
Data analytics platform that is used across the company. His work 
focuses on problems in the areas of resource allocation, compute 
optimization, prioritization and scheduling, and data integration. 
He is interested in systems which can derive emergent, automated 
actions from traditionally overwhelming volumes of data. 

Amir Bahmanyari, Data Analytics Architect, Dell EMC

Amir hs more than 30 years of diversified experience in the IT 
industry. Over the last several years, his passion and focus have 
been on Big Data Analytics, HPC, AI BI, IoT, Cloud and related 
emerging technologies. During the last 5 years, he has served 
as a Senior Solutions Architect delivering Retailer IT solutions 
involving cloud based Data Analytics and Platform Architecture, 
as well as evangelizing the Business Process Management 
methodology.

Bryan Beaver, Business Efficiency Consultant, Blue Cross 
Blue Shield of Michigan

Bryan is a licensed Professional Engineer and management 
consultant with experience optimizing manufacturing and service 
environments globally.  Currently a member of the Business 
Efficiency and Continuous Improvement team at Blue Cross Blue 
Shield of Michigan – Bryan creates cross-functional business 
process solutions to enable efficient and effective operations of 
Michigan’s leading health insurance provider.  In this role Bryan 
supports the BCBSM Advanced Analytics team with a focus on the 
end-to-end deployment of advanced analytics enabled business 
solutions – and measurable delivery of value.  Bryan holds a BS 
and MS in Industrial Engineering from Kettering University, and is 
currently a doctoral student at Wayne State University.

Ranabir Bhakat, Executive Director, Advisory Services, Ernst 
and Young LLP

Executive Director with expertise in managing multi-discipline, 
cross-functional global technology projects to execute corporate 
strategy. My key focus is in the area of Customer Insights Solutions 
that typically involved a blend of strategy, design, implementation 
and managed services bringing customer experience and digital 
design together with deep advanced analytics capabilities. My 
core expertise lies in the area of Profitability Optimization, Market 
Sentiment and Social Media Analytics, Big Data & Cognitive 
analytics, Information Governance, Master Data Management 
and Integration Services. 

Babar Bhutta, Director - Enterprise Application  
Engineering, GE

Babar Bhutta, Enterprise Engineer at GE Corporate. Babar 
has over 24 years’ experience across various companies, 
industries and a wide breadth of technologies. Led the digital 
transformation of GE Crotonville (GE Leadership Institute) with 
tech team of 20 employees across various technologies. he work 
has been featured as a key disruption by many thought leaders 
in their publications. Led the creation of BrilliantYOU (GE’s 
Digital Learning University): First of its kind corporate education 
marketplace network (think Amazon/Facebook for education) 
that touched 150K+ employees in a year and grew from $0 to 
$1MM internal GE P&L.

Chuck Brooks, Director of Data Strategy, AAA - Auto Club Group

Dr. Chuck Brooks is a senior technology leader and visionary in big 
data, analytics and data science. Over a career that spans nearly 
40 years, Dr. Chuck has developed multiple large data repositories 
based on ever advancing data technologies, including relational 
databases, NoSQL databases, NewSQL databases, graph databases, 
data discovery tools and data modeling tools. Dr Chuck has helped 
hundreds of companies make better business decisions, generate 
more revenue and integrate operationally siloed business units with 
data and comprehensive data strategies.

Caroline Buckley, Manager on Intelligent Customer Interactions 
(ICI) Business Analytics Services, Ford Motor Company

Leading the global business transformation of 1:1 customer 
interaction activities to fundamentally change the way customers 
experience the Ford brand. Global transformation leader with 
enterprise-level expertise driving strategy to optimize operations and 
accelerate revenue growth. Deep, diverse background orchestrating 
business transformations and capability-building from diagnostic 
through implementation of continuous improvement initiatives. 
Engaging leader focused on motivating and mobilizing teams.

Chris Clayson, VP of Performance Analytics, MRM//McCann

Chris Clayson is a strategic marketing analytics leader with a 
unique ability to bridge gaps across marketing strategy, business 
intelligence and advanced analytics. Over his 10 years of experience, 
he’s worked on a variety of clients across numerous industries, 
including automotive, consumer electronics, and home furnishings, 
helping each transform complex marketing problems into simple,  
actionable solutions. 

Jason Corso, Co-Founder & CEO, Voxel51

Corso is Co-Founder and CEO of the computer vision and machine 
learning startup Voxel51 as well as an associate professor of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Science at the University of Michigan.  
He received his PhD and MSE degrees at The Johns Hopkins 
University in 2005 and 2002, respectively, He is the recipient of a 
U Michigan EECS Outstanding Achievement Award 2018, Google 
Faculty Research Award 2015,  and SUNY Buffalo Young Investigator 
Award 2011. Corso has authored more than 135 peer-reviewed 
papers and hundreds of thousands of lines of code on topics of his 
research interest including computer vision, robot perception, data 
science, and medical imaging.  He is a member of the AAAI, ACM, 
MAA and a senior member of the IEEE.

Nick Curcuru, VP  of Global Big Data Practice, Mastercard

Nick Curcuru has over 20 years of experience implementing 
and managing large scale advanced analytics projects across the 
world  He helps drive strategic decisions throug hthe use of data 
and analytics.  In his role at MasterCard Advisors, Nick works with 
executives on their big data strategy to unlock and monetize the 
value of the organizations’ structured and unstructured data assets. 
He leads large scale advanced analytics initiatives using a variety 
of technology including open source solutions like Hadoop to 
drive customer and operational insights. Nick helps architect big 
data solutions addressing the people, processes and technology 
needed to enable data driven insights and fact based decisions. 
Additionally, he provides thought leadership on the value of big 
data to companies. 

SPEAKERS
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Subu Desaraju, EVP, Performance Marketing, MRM//McCann

Subu Desaraju is a seasoned digital marketing leader with over 
20 years of industry experience at leading agencies and strategy 
consulting firms. Throughout his career he has worked with Fortune 
100 firms at the intersection of business strategy, analytics and 
marketing technology. His experience spans digital performance 
marketing, CRM, e-Commerce and emerging media. Subu has 
delivered differentiated and results oriented marketing solutions 
powered by data for clients across automotive, financial services, 
media, telecommunications and travel. Subu currently leads the 
North America Performance Marketing practice at MRM//McCann. 

Ming Dong, Professor, Wayne State University

Ming Dong is currently a professor in the Department Computer 
Science and the co-director of the Data Science and Business 
Analytics program and the Big Data & Business Analytics Group at 
Wayne State University. He is also the director of the Machine Vision 
and Pattern Recognition Lab. Dr. Dong’s areas of research include 
deep learning, data mining, and computer vision with applications in 
health informatics and automotive industry. His research is funded by 
National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, State of 
Michigan, Private Foundations (e.g., Michigan Health Endorsement 
Fund, Epilepsy Foundation) and Industries (e.g., APB Investment, 
Ford Motor Company). 

Eric Echeverri, Developer and Client Technical Support 
Specialist, Altarum

Eric Echeverri is a developer and client technical support specialist at 
Altarum focused on the PROMETHEUS Analytics product. He holds 
a BS in Computer Science from the University Florida and a MS in 
Computer Engineering from Oakland University.

Jake Freivald, VP of Product Marketing, Information Builders

A marketing executive with extensive experience in product 
marketing, marketing operations, analyst relations, press relations, 
social media, strategic content creation, search-engine optimization, 
and more. Information Builders provides software and services 
that transform data into business value. Our solutions for business 
intelligence, integration and data integrity are fast to deploy, easy to 
use, and affordable. We strive to be a trusted partner to customers 
and partners and are passionate about personal and responsive 
customer service that sets us apart from other vendors.

Andrew Frey, Chief Information Officer, One Magnify

From Assembler to Ajax, Modem to Mobile, Mainframe to Cloud - 
Andy specializes in optimizing data (big) applications. Over 25 years 
in Information Technology, Andy has seen the ups & downs in the 
technology industry and the transformation of the industry to its 
current state. Andy has Implemented large scale CRM solutions for 
Fortune 10 corporation using Big Data solutions including Cloudera 
Hadoop, Oracle, others.

Vanessa Harms, Senior Healthcare Analyst, Improvement  
Path Systems

Vanessa Harms is a Senior Healthcare Analyst at Improvement Path 
Systems (IPS).  Most recently, she has been working on pharmacy 
operation projects with a focus on optimizing dispensing workflows. 
Vanessa graduated from Oakland University with a bachelor’s degree 
in Economics and minors in Finance, Mathematics, and Applied 
Technology in Business. Immediately after graduating, she spent two 
years teaching middle school in Chicago as a Teach For America corps 
member. Vanessa joined the IPS team in 2011 and has previously 
supported multiple healthcare process improvement projects in the 
public sector by automating processes within Windows applications

.Nick Hotea, Senior Software Engineer, GE Aviation

Nick Hotea, Sr Software Engineer, GE Aviation. Nick has over 
20 years’ experience across multiple domains, including data 
architecture, database administration, business intelligence 
and software development for several IT, Finance & Healthcare 
companies. Currently working on GE Aviation software to improve 
overall plant effectiveness, and on design & implementation of data 
ingestion services that integrate data sources from enterprise ERP, 
MES, & IoT systems.

Alan Huddy, VP of Advanced Analytics, Blue Cross Blue Shield 
of Michigan

Alan P. Huddy is vice president of Advanced Analytics for Blue Cross 
Blue Shield of Michigan. Huddy leads the Advanced Analytics Center 
of Excellence and analytics governance functions for BCBSM. Huddy 
and his team partner closely with the business to solve complex 
problems through advanced data modeling, utilizing best in-class 
and emerging analytic methods, including: Advanced techniques 
beyond simple regression models, including neural networks and 
non-linear statistical modeling tools; Predictive views that perform 
with increased accuracy due to larger sample sizes; and New 
techniques, such as the application of analysis to social media chatter 
and data-mining. 

 
Mohan Jayaraman, VP Technology - IoT and Analytics, Softura

Around 20 years of experience in architecting the digital enterprise; 
Leading IoT & Analytics practice at Softura. He led the World’s first 
LTE Connected Car and Prognostics service as an Enterprise Architect 
at General Motors. He leads various Connected Car Monetization use 
cases including B2B integration with Telogis and Insurance Providers 
for one of the major OEM’s Connected Vehicle initiative. Mohan led 
the Department of Energy funded Smart Grid IT program for General 
Motors – integrating the Electric Vehicle to Grid in partnership with 
various utilities. He also led the Go-To-Market IoT offerings in joint 
partnership with Oracle. 

Angela Johnson, Senior Manager of Global Capacity  
Planning, GM

Angela Johnson leads the Global Purchasing & Supply Chain 
Analytics team at General Motors Corporation.  Angela’s team 
delivers data insight to support strategic purchasing, supply chain, 
and logistics activities and drives a cross-functional approach 
for metrics development, reporting solutions, and analytics.  
Throughout her 24-year GM career, Angela has held numerous 
strategic planning and tactical positions in Supply Chain, Global 
Manufacturing Strategies & Planning, General Motors University, 
and Manufacturing Engineering.  She has honed deep functional 
expertise in strategic operations and capacity planning for internal 
and supplier operations. Angela holds a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Aeronautics & Astronautics from Purdue University, a Master of 
Science in Engineering Management from Renssalear Polytechic 
Institute.

Krishna Kallakuri, CEO, Loven Systems

Krishna’s visionary leadership and delivery of transformational BI 
and Analytics initiatives to leading Fortune 500’s has landed the 
practice he has founded on the Midwest’s Fastest-Growing list. As 
CEO of DatafactZ, His passion for Advanced Analytics, Cognitive 
Technologies and Artificial Intelligence has led to pioneering work. 
Krishna recently launched diwo, a unique cognitive decision-making 
platform developed by Loven Systems that reveals hidden business 
opportunities in real-time and empowers business users to act on 
them.
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Marcus Kim, Architecture & Engineering Consulting Manager, 
Autodesk

An industry BIM expert with over 15 years experience working on 
and managing the BIM maturity, production, and maintenance of 
monumental scale architecture and design projects, utilizing the 
latest digital design processes and technology, with a focus on 
Enterprise BIM Implementation, VDC and Data analytics. Currently 
at Autodesk, Mr. Kim is the Architecture Consulting Manager and 
provides thought leadership in the creation and delivery of new IP. 
Mr. Kim is the author of the Mastering Autodesk Revit for Architecture 
series (2017 & 2018), the definitive industry book on Revit and is a 
frequent speaker at Autodesk University. 

Srikanth  Kintali, Principal Architect of IoT Solutions, Softura

Srikanth has 15+ years of experience in architecting enterprise digital 
transformations focused on IoT & Data Analytics.He has around 8 
years of consulting experience in architecting various Connected 
Vehicle, Connected Consumer, Electric Vehicle, Smart Mobility & 
City Solutions initiatives at General Motors OnStar & Ford Motor 
Company. He provided Architectural Consultation & Strategic road 
map for Industry 4.0 IIoT Solutions to digitize the manufacturing 
plants for leading Tier-1 automotive supplier. 

Joyce LePage, IT Manager, DTE

Joyce is responsible for management of DTE Energy’s Enterprise Data 
& Analytics group after establishing the new group mid-2018. She 
is responsible for the operation and expansion of the company’s Big 
Data Platform, strategic data stores, data services, various analytic and 
visualization tools and the implementation of a comprehensive Data 
Governance program. Joyce has more than 20 years of other industry 
experience, having lead teams in the implementation of large scale 
business transformation programs, customer software development, 
Performance Management, Organizational Communications, ITS 
Help Desk and Business Relationship Management. She is a certified 
Six Sigma Black Belt in Lean Methodologies

Jennifer Leslie, Director of Data & Analytics, GE Aviation - 
Military

Jennifer Leslie, Director Data & Analytics, GE Aviation Military. Jen has 
over 20 years’ experience across various companies, industries and 
a wide breadth of technologies. Currently at GE Aviation Military, 
Jen built a new Data & Analytics team, and together they partner 
with Customers on their challenges around cost, delivery, increasing 
time on wing and military readiness, then creates digital & analytics 
Products that can help solve them.

Andrea Littles, Senior Analyst, MRM//McCann

Andrea Littles leads the Advanced Analytics work stream at MRM//
McCann Detroit and develops solutions to address varied business 
needs across the organization, most often with anomaly detection 
and predictive analytics. 

Jibreel Lockhart, Chief Growth Officer, Petram Data

Jibreel Lockhart serves as Chief Growth Officer focused on managing 
business development and marketing. Jibreel brings with him 15 
years of experience in sales, marketing and product development. 
At Gartner he led the development of a Middle Market consulting 
practice that helped dozens of firms discover and use commercial 
insight to drive growth. At American Express he developed  
data-driven products to drive cardmember and traveler  
spend and loyalty. Jibreel is passionate about using data to  
unlock business opportunities.

Thiag Loganathan, President, Petram Data

Thiag Loganathan leads Data Analytics strategy and execution for 
Petram Data. He brings deep expertise in utilizing “enterprise data 
asset” to monetize, drive measurable value and differentiate. He 
is an accomplished leader with knowhow of “data and analytics” 
solution life- cycle and leveraging it to improving business 
outcomes. Demonstrated experience in developing and rolling out 
end-to-end data driven platforms and business solutions including 
pricing optimization & elasticity, financial modeling, portfolio 
insights, loyalty programs, marketing mix, customer analytics and 
segmentation.

Lucas Lowden, Research Director, Automove Growth & 
Innovation, MSI-Morpace

Lucas Lowden has worked for MSI-Morpace for 12 of his 15 years 
in the marketing research industry. The past 3 years as a business 
analyst has been focused around leveraging data to create solutions 
for solving business problems. Lucas has been instrumental in the 
development of Morpace’s DataDialogue suite of data-driven 
solutions, organizing the cross-functional data team, and overseeing 
development of MSI-Morpace’s DataDialogue |Pulse mobile app for 
fleet managers.

Jordan Martz, Solutions Architect, Databricks

Jordan Martz is a Solutions Architect for Databricks, as a member 
of partner engineering team supporting software integrations and 
focusing on providing the enablement and tools for the largest global 
consulting firms to delivering AI & Insight. Previously, Jordan was the 
Director of Technology Solutions. His role focused on managing the 
Database Migrations Services within the two largest clouds: Azure 
and AWS. As well as, designing strategies for large scale data lakes. 
Further, his company, DataMartz has been training for Microsoft, 
Hortonworks, Cloudera, IBM, and AWS for over 10 years.

Darryl McCartney, Director, Cisco Systems

Darryl works at Cisco Systems. He is responsible for driving digital 
transformation, IoT strategy, and business solutions for multi-national 
enterprise accounts. He leads the Americas Industry Solutions 
Organization for Manufacturing Enterprise Accounts. Darryl has 
extensive experience with Manufacturers, Automotive OEMs, 
Heavy Equipment /Truck OEMs, and Tier 1 Suppliers. He has direct 
experience in the areas of IoT, Industrie 4.0, Manufacturing Security, 
and Automation. Darryl is primarily a Manufacturing professional 
with a +25 year track record of excellence in developing, planning, 
and delivering business solutions for the Manufacturing Vertical. 

Mitch McLachlan, Director, Consumer Insights & Data 
Analytics, Shinola

Mitch joined Shinola Detroit in 2014, built its digital performance 
marketing practice, and now serves as Director, Consumer Insights 
and Data Analytics. Previously at Walgreens, Mitch led a team 
developing creative for its omnichannel marketing and loyalty 
programs. Mitch’s past professional experience includes video 
production, digital marketing, and technology consulting for Roche, 
Abbott Laboratories, Life Fitness, and The American Bar Association.

Jim McNicol, Consulting Group Manager , Autodesk

Dr. James McNicol is an accomplished leader with an extensive 
track record of growth, innovation, and success in technology 
solutions and professional services. Jim manages the Americas 
technology delivery teams for Autodesk Consulting. In this role, 
Jim leads the four core consulting groups – Business and Process 
Consulting, Solution Architecture, Technical Consulting, and 
Implementation Consulting – responsible for delivering world-class  
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(Jim McNicol Continued) Autodesk solutions for BIM, AEC, data 
management (including PLM), manufacturing, and visualization. 
Jim received his Ph.D. from Wayne State University, where his 
research focused on decision optimization, data intelligence, and 
information reuse leveraging collaborative environments. In 2010, 
Jim received the Distinguished Alumni award from Wayne State 
University.

Tiffany Naughton, Senior Healthcare Analyst, Improvement 
Path Systems

Tiffany Naughton is a Senior Healthcare Analyst with over 7 years 
of experience.  She graduated from Oakland University with a 
bachelor’s degree in Management Information Systems and minors 
in Operations Management and Quantitative Methods.  Her skills 
include predictive modeling, simulation, exploratory data analysis 
and data visualization. These skills have been applied to several 
areas in healthcare including operating rooms, obstetrics wards, and 
pharmacies.

Bobby Outlaw, Solutions Engineer, Arista Networks

Provides thought leadership in the global network automation 
and edge architecture space Cisco Certified - CCNP/CCIE(written) 
Experienced in next-gen networking Hybrid-WAN, SD-WAN, Cloud 
Computing, Python, Ansible, Jinja, AWS, YAML, Palo Alto Firewalls, 
GitHub and CI/CD for networking.

Robert Peglar, Chief Technology Officer, Formulus Black

Robert Peglar is the Senior Fellow and CTO of Formulus Black, leading 
development efforts in next-generation software for persistent in-
memory computing. Rob has had a distinguished 41-year career 
serving the compute and storage technology industries, spanning 
six companies, and is also currently the President of Advanced 
Computation and Storage LLC. Prior to his current assignments, 
he was Vice President of Advanced Storage at Micron Technology, 
where he led efforts in advanced storage systems strategy, led the 
CTO function and executive-level planning with key customers and 
partners worldwide for Micron’s Storage Business Unit, and defined 
future storage portfolio offerings. 

Nabil Raad, Wayne State University

Nabil Raad is the former Director of Product Development Analytics at 
Ford Motor Company. In this capacity, Nabil lead the development of 
analytical solutions and decision-support capabilities that support the 
design and engineering of Ford and Lincoln vehicles. This included 
diverse applications such as virtual testing, quality management, and 
process innovation. Previously, Nabil was the Director of Enterprise 
Risk. Other Ford roles include Director of Ford Credit’s Global Business 
Center in India, Regional Risk Director for Asia-Pacific and Africa 
based in Australia, Pricing Analytics Manager, and Portfolio Manager 
for North America. Prior to joining Ford, Nabil held various positions 
in the Financial Services industry and consulting that include Chief 
Information Officer, Head of Quality Analytics, and Vice President of 
Business and Technology Innovation. 

Alok Rathod, Director at Siemens PLM Software, Siemens

Alok Rathod is the Director of Siemens PLM Software, a business 
unit of the Siemens Digital Factory Division and is a leading global 
provider of product lifecycle management (PLM) and manufacturing 
operations management (MOM) software, systems and services. He 
has 14+ years of experience working with PLM philosophy, practices 
and deployments. His latest updates are involved in consumption 
analytics, predictive analytics and customer success areas to help 
internal organizations and customers achieve higher level of 
productivity. 

Daniel Reaume, Vice President of Operations Research, Revenue 
Analytics

Dan Reaume is the Vice President of Operations Research at Revenue 
Analytics. In this role, Dan leads a world-class organization of data 
scientists, mathematicians, and statisticians designing and developing 
advanced predictive analytics and optimization algorithms tailored to 
the business needs of Revenue Analytics’ clients. With a background 
in operations research, technology management, and law, Dan 
provides guidance and direction for improving modeling practices, 
setting technology direction, and deepening expertise in key practice 
areas. Dan is also a leader of Revenue Analytics’ automotive practice, 
driving innovation to the forefront with advanced technological 
solutions based on decades of industry experience.

Corwin Rhyan, Senior Analyst, Altarum

Senior Healthcare Research Analyst with a background in Economics 
and Public Policy. Studies the economics of the health care sector 
through cost-benefit analyses, policy analysis, and economic 
modeling. Passionate about improving value and controlling health 
care costs through the social determinants of health, prevention, 
payment reform, and innovation. Research interests include the 
intersection of health care, technological innovation, & public policy.

Neetu Seth, Founder, NITS Solutions

Neetu Seth is the founder of NITS Solutions, a Technology and 
Marketing Analytics organization located in Novi, MI created in 
2009. NITS Solutions specializes in offering clients reliable services 
that support growth. As the founder, Neetu is responsible for setting 
the business strategy while also attending to the daily operational 
aspects of the firm, with a focus on business development and flawless 
project execution. In addition, she carries the overall responsibility for 
technology, marketing and operations. Since its launch and under 
Neetu’s actively involvement, NITS Solutions has grown to become 
the partner of choice to their Fortune 500 clients.

Perry Shah, Senior Manager Software Engineering, GE Aviation

Perry Shah, Senior Manager for Software Engineering at GE Aviation, 
has over 14 years of experience in the data analytics and data science 
domain. Most recently, he has helped build and deliver the rollout 
of a GE Aviation wide Self-Service program, which helped groom 
functional users into self-functioning data analysts. Currently working 
on GE founded “Predix” based applications to deliver products 
centered around GE Aviation Fulfillment for engine plants.

Charles Siegel, AI Solutions Architect, Cray

Charles Siegel is an AI Solutions Architect specializing in Deep 
Learning for Cray. He develops models and training for Cray, as well 
as helping customers get the most out of Cray systems for AI. Before 
joining Cray, he did research on Deep Learning in High Performance 
Computing at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and before that 
he did a postdoc in pure mathematics at the University of Tokyo.

Catherine Stafford, Director of Enterprise Data & Analytics, DTE 
Energy

Catherine Stafford is director of Enterprise Data & Analytics for 
Information Technology Services at DTE. DTE is a Detroit-based 
diversified energy company involved in the development and 
management of energy-related businesses and services and a force 
for growth and prosperity in the communities it serves. Stafford is 
responsible for creating a data-driven culture at DTE by making 
sure high-performing data and tools are available at all levels of the 
organization. Her team launched a cloud-based data platform in 
2018 and is focused on delivering business value to her partners by 
removing barriers to analytics. 
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Rich Strader, Vice President, Mobility Platforms & Products , 
Ford Motor Company

Rich Strader is Vice President, Mobility Platforms and Products at 
Ford Motor Company. In this role, he is responsible for supporting 
and delivering IT services that enable Mobility, Connected Vehicle, 
the Connected Consumer Experience and Data Analytics across the 
enterprise. His team is engaged in research, experimentation and 
delivery of this work. Prior to this, Rich was Director, Ford Technology 
Services of India (FTSI) & AD Delivery Operations. In these roles, 
he was responsible for all of the FTSI strategic initiatives, personnel 
development and application delivery for several portfolios. Rich was 
previously Ford’s Director of IT Strategy and Security. Before this, 
he was the CIO at Volvo Car Corporation where his responsibilities 
included all aspects of IT operations and management of the 
separation of IT services from Ford Motor Company following the 
divestiture. 

Fred Thompson, Senior Manager, Blue Cross Blue Shield

Fred Thompson is a data science manager in the Advanced Analytic 
Center of Excellence at Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan. A long-
term Blues employee, Thompson helped steer the Blues through 
many significant changes in the competitive market place and health 
care reform. He is one of the first leaders to advocate the creation 
of an analytical area within the Blues. Under his leadership, the 
Blues has created a suite of analytical tools that are used in pricing 
and in helping the company understand its members better. He is 
constantly in search of advanced analytical tools and algorithms and 
promotes best practices pertaining to data mining and data science 
techniques. Thompson earned his Bachelor of Science degree 
in Physics from Alma College and continues his pursuit of higher 
learning on a daily basis.

Zak Tomich, Senior Director, Strategy & Transformation, One 
Magnify

Reinventing customer experiences, brands and business processes for 
Fortune 500 companies. Driving digital transformation, leveraging 
full suite of digital, decisioning and machine learning capabilities to 
create human-centered 1:1 customer interactions.

Deepinder Uppal, Assistant Division Director, Michigan State 
Police, State of Michigan

Assistant Division Director of the Criminal Justice Information 
Center. This position is responsible for for multiple data integration 
projects related to the integration of complex databases and 
complex visualizations. This position has supervised projects, led 
teams, developed, is in the process of developing, co-developed 
and integrated multiple data intensive systems, and isolated sets, for 
intelligence gathering, analysis and advanced metrics. This includes 
the selection, cultivation, cleansing, integration and ultimate 
visualization of possible threats, past events, and predictions.

Beaumont Vance, Director of Digital AI and Automation, TD 
Ameritrade

Beaumont Vance is the head of the Enterprise Analytics Center of 
Excellence at TD Ameritrade. Prior to TD Ameritrade, Beaumont 
was Head of Advanced Analytics at Fidelity Investments where he 
led a team of data scientists to drive competitive advantage and 
efficiency across the firm. Prior to that he was Head of Insurance 
and Risk at Fidelity Investments. Beaumont is author of Enterprise 
Risk Management for Dummies, and has been a writer for Risk 
and Insurance Magazine for 10 years.  He holds a B.A. from Wake 
Forest University and learned much of what he actually uses from 
the Stanford School of Engineering and Management Science. 

Brett Vermette, Global Director Big Data & HPC Infrastructure 
& Engineering, General Motors

Brett is currently a director in the General Motors Information 
Technology organization responsible for architecture, technical 
infrastructure and product development solution delivery. In this 
role he is responsible for technical innovation through provision 
of strategic planning, and technical leadership related to platform 
selection, development, architecture, engineering and deployment 
across the GM data warehouse product ecosystem. Since rejoining 
General Motors in 2007, Brett has held several positions of increasing 
technical and managerial responsibility including leadership of the 
GM enterprise architecture team, chief architect for global purchasing 
and supply chain and director of enterprise data management. Prior 
to 2007 Brett held senior technical and managerial roles with Delphi 
Corporation, Electronic Data Systems and GM of Canada. Brett has a 
B.S. in Computer Science from University of Windsor and an M.S. in 
Information Technology from Carnegie Mellon University

Justin Vincent, Data Scientist, MapR

With fifteen years experience working on teams of software 
developers, engineers, and researchers in the medical imaging field, 
Justin possesses a formidable background in project management, 
algorithm development, software engineering, statistics, and data 
science. Currently, Justin is a Data Scientist at MapR where he works 
with internal engineers, sales representatives, and clients to design 
machine learning workflows and deliver custom machine learning 
applications and artificial intelligence solutions to clients. In addition to 
his work in science, Justin has significant entrepreneurial experience. 
He owned and operated a successful e-commerce company, which 
gave him significant experience in financial accounting, international 
logistics and shipping, and customer service. In addition, Justin has 
significant fundraising and business development experience as a 
Founder and C-level executive. Justin is a graduate of the Cognition, 
Brain, and Behavior doctoral program at Harvard University.

GROUP
BIG DATA & ANALYTICS
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SPONSORS

Gold Sponsors

We thank the following sponsors — leading vendors in the space of Big Data 
and business analytics — for their financial support and for exhibiting their 
products and offerings at the symposium.

Platinum Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors
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BIG DATA & BUSINESS  
ANALYTICS GROUP
The Big Data & Business Analytics Group at Wayne State 
University has a charter to assist enterprises in their Big Data 
adoption and Big Data value extraction challenges. The 
vision of the group is to be a premier center of innovation in 
Big Data science and business analytics, with a strong focus 
on solving real-life business problems in active collaboration 
with regional industry, while leveraging the core strengths 
and research interests of our team.

Big Data management and analytics require a host of advanced 
concepts, tools and technologies, as well as close collaboration 
among an interdisciplinary team of subject matter experts. Our 
group has assembled a cross-departmental team of experts 
who have extensive experience in successfully delivering and 
leading a variety of Big Data and business analytics projects and 
initiatives across industries such as health care, manufacturing 
and automotive, retail, and government.

Big Data is the bridge to the next wave of innovation and 
growth. By combining data from multiple channels and 
sources and discovering patterns of interest, businesses can 
improve operational efficiency and discover new ways of growing their portfolio. Additionally, Big Data has transformative 
potential, as has been shown by many leading adopters. However, extracting value from Big Data is no ordinary task. 
Required skills are hard to come by, and companies have to overcome entrenched cultural barriers to facilitate collaboration 
among silos.

In addition to undertaking projects, Wayne State University is also planning a variety of customized training and 
certificate programs, as well as a fully online graduate degree in this space. Please contact us for more information.

Delivering 
value

Big Data & 
Business 
Analytics

GroupLeading 
innovation

Building 
skills
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